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Stampede topsides installed as Hess sticks to 2018Nigerian
target
US PLAYER Hess’ Stampede ten- Hess executive Greg Hill told in- plete it at a later date,” she added.
campaign
“While we are in the process of
sion-leg platform in the Gulf of vestors on a conference call.
Mexico has achieved a major mile“All major lifts are now com- installing the subsea infrastrucstone after the company success- plete, drilling operations continue ture, the BlackLion is drilling the
for Erin
fully lifted the topsides deck on to progress, and first oil remains first water injection well.”

us

the hull, writes Kathrine Schmidt.
The platform is under construction at Kiewit Offshore Services in
Ingleside, Texas, which built the
topsides. Samsung Heavy Industries of South Korea built the hull.
“We successfully lifted and set
the topsides deck on the hull,”

on schedule for 2018.”
A spokeswoman added that integration work is now continuing
apace and “proceeding well”.
“Meanwhile, the Diamond drillship Ocean BlackLion has safely
finished drilling the first production well and will return to com-

Separately, Gulf Island Fabrication told investors that construction was progressing on tendon
buoyancy modules for the project,
which are set for delivery in the
first quarter of 2017.
Hess operates the Stampede
project with a 25% stake and is

Test subject: BP’s Atlantis semi-submersible production platform in the US Gulf

GE and BP in pilot data
analytics programme

Photo: BP

Supermajor and industrial giant join forces in effort to improve
output through digital innovation with collaboration starting
on Atlantis semi-submersible in US Gulf
KAThrine SchmidT
houston

UK SUPERMAJOR BP has teamed
up with industrial giant GE to employ sophisticated data analytics
for its production infrastructure.
The collaboration will start
with a pilot programme on the
Atlantis semi-submersible in the
US Gulf of Mexico with a broader
rollout envisaged for other assets.
GE sees its oil and gas business
as among the sectors that can
benefit from its broader strategic
focus — improving industrial output through digital innovation.
“One of the problems we are
trying to solve is, simply put —
productivity stinks,” GE chief executive Jeff Immelt said during
a Minds And Machines conference that included the BP efforts

among the company’s case studies.
“We’ve got to find ways to get
more out of our assets, we have to
find ways to make information
technology become operational
technology.”
That has been the goal of the
recent 14-month collaboration between GE and BP, which aims to
increase productivity and safety
and improve upon downtime at
production facilities.
About 80 people worked on a
joint effort at offices in New Orleans to develop the system, where
BP experts worked alongside GE
developers on the challenge. Practically speaking the system includes a computer display with a

wide range of data streams and
real time monitoring of aspects
like pressure, temperature and volume, BP global head of upstream
technology Ahmed Hashmi told
Upstream.
The goal is to identify anomalies or departures from typical
ranges before they become critical, and the system is also designed to “train itself” over time
to offer an early warning after integrating lessons learned.
Even for a company used to dealing with big data, BP’s information
was a challenge, said Matthias
Heilmann, head of the GE Oil & Gas
digital solutions business.
“I don’t think there’s any other
industry that has the scale and

size and complexity of the data” as
in the BP project, he said.
Hashmi believes the potential
of such solutions is far-reaching.
“We see a huge opportunity
from digital technologies in terms
of improving safety, efficiency
and performance across our asset
base,” he added.
The system is planned for integration with projects presently
under development as well as retrofitting to existing offshore platforms, as well as some onshore
facilities. BP declined to provide a
detailed budget and timeline for
the scaling-up of the project, but
indicated the details of the implementation plan were on target to
be firmed up early next year.

Stampede topsides installed as Hess sticks to 2018 target
US PLAYER Hess’ Stampede ten-

Hess executive Greg Hill told in-

plete it at a later date,” she added.

partnered by Chevron, Statoil and

term sheet with one of them,
chief financial officer Daniel
Ogbonna told investors this
week.
Erin aims to drill a new development well at the Oyo oilfield, Oyo-9, which would be
tied back to the Armada Perdana floating production, storage and offloading vessel.
The company expects the
well to increase field production by between 6000 and 7000
barrels per day of oil.
Erin is understood to have
signed a letter of intent with
Pacific Drilling to hire the
drillship Pacific Bora for the
job. Pacific announced the
award but did not name the operator or disclose the dayrate.
Ogbonna said Erin is seeking
to raise about $100 million
geared towards “increasing
production” at the Oyo field in
OML 120.
Once the rig finishes drilling
Oyo-9, the plan is to move
Pacific Bora to drill Prospect G,
a Miocene target with a predrill resource estimate of 158
million barrels. Ogbonna reckons Erin will need to secure additional financing in order to
drill Prospect G, planned to
spud in the first half of next
year.
After its work with Erin is
completed, Pacific Bora is
scheduled to mobilise to Guinea to carry out exploration
work for Hyperdynamics at the
Fatala prospect.
The dayrate for that contract
is $225,000, with one firm well
and three option wells included. Pacific Bora has been idle
since September.

OMV plans off
Madagascar
AUSTRIAN explorer OMV aims
to spud its debut well, JomboA1, off Madagascar in the Morondava basin, in the first
quarter of 2018.
This will follow a planned 3D
seismic campaign in the first
quarter over the 67 millionbarrel deep-water prospect.
Together with nearby target
Honko Ankoay, OMV calculates
some 1.2 billion barrels of combined mean resources in the
system, which includes Oligocene prospects and four-way

